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Correction to: Exploring the biological functional mechanism of the HMGB1/TLR4/MD-2 complex by surface plasmon resonance

Mingzhu He1*, Marco E. Bianchi2, Tom R. Coleman1, Kevin J. Tracey3 and Yousef Al-Abed1*

Correction
After publication of this article (He et al., 2018), the corresponding authors recognised an error in Scheme 1, in particular to section “A. HMGB1/TLR4/MD-2 complex formation”. Above “Step 2: B box binding to MD-2”, the text incorrectly read: “Low affinity / extremely slow off”. In addition, some text was omitted below “TLR4/MD-2”. The correct version of Scheme 1 is included in this Correction article. The original article (He et al., 2018) has been corrected.
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Scheme 1 Proposed mechanism of HMGB1-TLR4 interaction and role of anti-HMGB1 antibody (2G7)